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Music is the art of 
sounds in the     

movement of time.  
Busoni 

 
On the 29th March we   
celebrated the talent of our 
wonderful students in our 
GLive Gala concert ‘About 
Time’                            
Both in preparation for and 
in conversation with our 
students, I have spent 
time reflecting on just what 
music brings to our lives.  
It is a powerful, emotional 
stimulus, the beauty of 
which has the ability to 
speak where words fail. It 
has an innate ability to go 
beyond aesthetic beauty 
alone.  It is able to distort 
or negate clock time,     
creating a parallel         
temporal world, in which 
we are prone to lose     
ourselves.  It is particular, 
yet universal, transitory in 
experience, yet lasting in 
reflection. This subjectivity 
of time perception can be 
grounding and self         
affirming - a source of 
great pleasure.             
Conversely, it can create a 
state of disassociation with 

one’s self - a state of                       
transcendence.  
Every musician strikes a 
different balance between 
faith and reason, instinct 
and intelligence, which, in 
turn, reveals the intimate, 
personal side of music.  
This is the “why” part and, 
for me, is the most         
essential part of all.  
Music teaches us how to 
think, not what to think. It 
equips us with the ability 
to feel compassion, to  
embrace multiple           
perspectives and to            
understand that small,  
often subtle differences 
can have large effects. It  
allows us to say what  
cannot be said. It also 
teaches that problems can 
have more than one      
solution and that questions 
can have more than one 
answer.                            
All performing happens in 
real time and relies on self 
discipline, stamina,         
resilience, flexibility and 
emotion, but can only bear 
fruit as a result of           
focussed, effective and 
structured preparation. It is 
a unifying force that      

creates the power of    
personal, independent  
accomplishment and    
excites our spirit and     
energy. It is our universal 
language and what       
connects us.   
Our concert openly        
celebrated a range of   
musical styles and         
involved over 300          
students, each with a 
shared sense of purpose, 
intention and high         
expectation. It openly   
accessed sensitivity,    
recognising equality,    
collaboration, courage, 
perseverance, talent, skill 
and pride.  
There is a Chinese      
proverb that says:                   
“A Bird does not sing     
because it has an answer. 
It sings because it has a 
song” 
Music is not what we do, it 
is who we are. 

Caroline Gale 
Director of Music; Head of Creative Arts 

 

A Collaborative Chorus of Fellow Musicians ... 
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On Friday 1st March, Google HQ in London, once again 
opened its doors to 50 of our Yr9 girls. The aim of the trip was 
to inspire and encourage more girls to get into the computing       
industry. Maya Clowes (Yr9), had this to say: 

Google headquarters was amazing! They had different areas 
for their employees to eat and we thought it was great to have 
access to free food anytime and anywhere! We were taken to 
the gym and we found out that workers were offered free     
classes there and that they could take friends too!                         

After that we went to the library, which had many different    
colourful seats in some comfy places. We were shown a 
Google bike that was used to take pictures for Google street 
maps, and different Google devices like phones and laptops. 
There were also cool screens on the floor that showed     
Google’s current top searches and a really cool outdoor garden 
with an amazing view of London. 

We then went to the meeting room, and were given small 
spherical robots (Spheros) with different tasks to do using block 
code.                                                                                             

I was on a team with Grace, Amy, and Lili and together we 
made a complicated maze for our robots to go through.         
Everyone in our group had lots of fun creating this and trying to 
get the speed and distance exactly right.                                  
After working up an appetite, we were given some delicious 
sandwiches for lunch. We then had the chance to ask Google 
staff some questions.                                                                   
It was a really fun day; the only thing that my friends and I would 
have preferred would be to have had more time playing with the 
robots, to perfect our programming.     Maya Clowes Yr9 

 

Lancaster 
“We always work as a team and 
with a spirit of competitiveness” 
This would be how I would sum up Lancaster House.  

The success and achievements of any House relies on  
working together, everyone making their contribution, and 
feeling valued. This has been my message over the years. 
Whilst I don’t like losing (the pupils know this!) if we have all 
done our best and contributed, then that’s all that matters!   
Team work is clearly leading to success. We were delighted 
with our recent success in House Basketball with many of our 
teams reaching finals. Well done to Yr7 Boys, Yr10 Boys and 
Yr9 Girls. Without their dedication to the House and        
teamwork on court we wouldn’t have had such success. 
During Winter House Sports, Lancaster came up trumps 
again. It was lovely to see the Junior Boys, led by the Yr8s, 
involving everyone and supporting the Yr7s. This led to the 
boys winning Junior Rugby and reaching the Junior Football 
final too.  At school, the girls performed equally well, with 
Junior Girls reaching the finals of the football, and  winning 
the Yr8 Netball competition.  Intermediate Netball also won 
overall and Senior Netball reached the final.  Again, it showed 
great commitment and sportsmanship by all  representing 
Lancaster House.  
 
In preparation for this article I thought I’d take a risk and ask 
the students themselves to sum up what it is like to be in 
Lancaster. With the help of Katie Macadam (our new AHOH), 
who has certainly jelled into the Lancaster ethos and is loving 
our “competitive spirit”, the following comments were made: 
 

Being in Lancaster in Yr7 is great, because we are   

always willing to give it a go, even if we don’t win. 

We try our hardest to work together and we have 

made lots of good friends. We have some amazing 

people in our form with a range of  colourful     

personalities! Go Lancaster! 

Yr8: Lancaster is a welcoming and friendly House 

that collaborates to achieve greatness. 

Yr9: Red stands for passion & power, just like     

Lancaster. 

Yr10: Collectively we are greater than the sum of 

our parts. 

Sadly, we say goodbye to Year 11 in a couple of weeks. This 
year group in 2014 were the first group I supported with their 
transition from primary to secondary, and the year I was 
appointed Head of Lancaster House too. This makes me feel 
quite emotional as I am very proud how they have developed 
into fine young people, that have clearly contributed over the 
years to the success of Lancaster. We appreciated their 
involvement in House Drama during KS3 and their full   
commitment to all House Sports Events. Hopefully in their 
last Lancaster Assembly next term, they will appreciate this  
as we go back in time, reminiscing with old photos. I would 
like to take this opportunity to thank them for being such an 
amazing group of people to support over the 5 years. I wish 
them all the best of luck with their exams and in the future.  

in the Spotlight 
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House Captains Review 

Being Windsor House Captains this year has certainly 

been a responsibility – there are always things going on 
and something to do, whether it’s organising House Art or 
nagging people about Winter Sports or Public Speaking. 
However, despite it being stressful at times, it hasn’t ever 
felt like a job; Nelson and I always have fun whatever 
we’re doing. When applying to be House Captains, we 
said that Windsor is special because of the people -  and 
this year we have seen that this holds true. Everyone in 
Windsor is enthusiastic and energetic -  there is always 
someone willing to help out - and this is what has made it 
such a pleasure to be House Captains. We’d like to thank 
everyone in the House for being so amazing. We look 
forward to handing over to the next Captains who can 
continue the Windsor spirit and hopefully our winning 
streak!    Mishka & Nelson 

Wow – this House year has flown by!  For York it has 
been a mixed year in terms of results; we had great 
results in House Art, House Summer Sports and House 
Rowing, but these have not come without                 
disappointments in other competitions.  However, no 
matter the result, it has been great to see that everyone 
in York gives their all – and that is all you can ask as 
House Captains!  As we step down at the end of this 
term, we would like to thank you all for the opportunity to 
lead York House, and the invaluable experiences it has 
brought.  York would not be the same without the     
leadership of Mr Briggs and Miss Beaumont, and the 
hard work put in by the tutors behind the scenes, so 
thank you for making our job as easy as it could be!  We 
wish the best to both Year 11s and fellow Year 13s as 
we all prepare for our final exams in the Summer.  May 
York continue to rise!   Bekah & Connor  

   Wow, what a year it has been for Tudor and what a 
year for us to have been your House Captains! We 
have been consistently in the top 3 in all of the events 
this year and that is all due to every member of Tudor 
doing their bit and getting involved, from House Winter 
Sports to House Quiz. It makes us so proud to be 
Captains to such a hardworking bunch of students. As 
our exams get closer we are going to have to pass on 
the role to Yr12 and we wish them the best of luck. 
Though this is sad, we are sure the House is just 
going to get stronger and stronger with their help. 
From the Yr11s going off on study leave, to the Lower 
School, who we are sure are going to do us proud in 
House Summer Sports and House Art next term, we 
thank you for a fantastic year. We are really going to 
miss you. Have a great Easter everyone. Ben & Olivia 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

We cannot believe how fast this last year 
has gone! Our time as House Captains 
has been an amazing experience and we 
have created some wonderful memories - 
last year winning House Music, in       
particular, will stay with us both for many 
years. 

With A level exams looming, our time at 
County seems to be coming to an end 
very quickly, but we would like to thank 
everyone in Stuart for being such a great 
team and staying close. 

We wish all our best to the next House 
Captains and for the year to come. 

         Alfie & Chloe 
We’ve had an amazing year at County 
with all the various events we have had 
the privilege to take part in. We were so 
honoured to have been elected as House 
Captains and it is a shame that the time 
has come to an end so soon, but there is 
so much we will take from this: having to 
be more organised, as well as having to 
be confident when doing speeches.   
Working with the teachers has been a 
pleasure, as well as seeing many       
students growing in confidence and  
showing commitment to the various    
activities and clubs all year round! Thank 
you to all those who have helped us 
throughout this journey—we couldn’t have 
done the job without you!! Have a Happy 
Easter everyone!”   Jo Jo & Amy 

It has been an absolute pleasure being Lancaster's 
House Captains, being able to support the House 
throughout the year by getting involved in the 
events and encouraging each member to show off 
all of their talent and skill. Getting to know the entire 
group  better, during our time as House Captains, 
has allowed us to understand how the House works 
best as a team and it has been so rewarding  
watching all of our hard work pay off. A particular 
House event that so many devoted themselves 
completely to was House Music - a day that will be 
a vivid Guildford County memory. The year has 
been an absolute honour and we will miss it very 
much. Good luck to our new Captains, who will 
soon realise how talented everyone is in the   
fantastic House that is Lancaster Sophie & Josh 

Images featured below are the House Art entries from Summer 2018 
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And what a week it was! 

Lollies 

Busking 

M
o

ck-tails 

Quiz  Night 

Crepes 

Debate 

 
Doughnut? 

£10,000 

and rising! 
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Being a part of the Canterbury Tales was a great experience; we made lots of new 
friends, whilst still spending time with  old ones, as well as gaining drama skills.        
It was really good fun to take such old stories and perform them in a new, modern 
way that everyone really enjoyed. We played two of the four 'alchemists' who were 
trying to wake up the author (Geoffrey Chaucer, who had been asleep for 600 
years) by performing some of his tales. Getting the audience involved each night 
was  hilarious and made each one a lively performance. Also, everyone from the 
cast, to the direction, to costumes, to the lighting and sound crew, played their 
part, working well together, and giving feedback when needed. The audience was 
fantastic and we fed off them, creating an energetic and thrilling performance. 
Being onstage each night was really exciting and everyone's effort paid off. We 
are so lucky to be in a school that values drama, music and The Arts so much; we 
loved being a part of the play and can't wait for the next one!                  
                 Emily Moulden and Maddie Payne Yr8 

March 20th-22nd saw the 
Drama Department present 
their annual play - this year, 
a modern, comic adaptation 

of 'The Canterbury Tales'. 
Over 50 students from Yrs 7

-10 took to the stage in a 
riot of colourful costumes, 
energetic physical theatre 

and outlandish props!      
The audience were        

incredibly impressed with 
the huge amount of acting 

talent we saw on the stage - 
many commenting on how 

clear it was to see just how 
much fun the students were 
having, and how much they 
were enjoying themselves. 

However, we also know how 
much hard work went in 

during rehearsals, and, as a 
drama department, we are 

incredibly proud and       
impressed with the cast and 

crew's dedication and    
commitment. Another     

performance to be proud of! 
Well done to all involved.  

Mrs Ammar, Miss Wilson, Mr Bramwells 
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Perhaps    
there is a  

notion that  
music is a luxury, 

something to be cut or 
culled during times of  

crisis. But it is precisely   
during these times that  

eliminating access to music and  
The Arts becomes unforgivable.  

So … let us vigorously struggle for  
children’s sublime right to music, in whose  

heart shines beingness. It must not be the  
monopoly  of the elite, but an inalienable right  

of the masses. Let us reveal to all children the beauty  
of music and, in turn, music shall reveal to all  

children the beauty of life. 
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House Winter Sports : Overall Results 

1. Lancaster   2. Tudor   3. Windsor   4. Stuart & York   6. Hanover 

 

We Are the Champions! 

Sermon on the Mount  - the scene is set as House Winter Sports begins 

Year 7 Girls are District Champions! 
The Yr7 squad produced an amazing result,                                 

winning all their games in their pool quite convincingly, 
 Woolmer Hill - 7-0 

Broadwater 4-0 
George Abbot 6-1 
Glebelands 6 -1  

They then went through to the semi-final and beat a very tall 
St Peters team 7-3. The final against Weydon was extremely 

close with end to end goals being scored. It eventually went to 
a golden goal and this was scored by Lola.  

The girls were delighted with their gold medals!                                          
Our congratulations go to each one of them. 

 

On Friday 15th March we welcomed the most students ever (over 
120 pupils) to the 4th annual Guildford County Sports Awards 
Dinner. This was a brilliant opportunity to celebrate some of the 
sporting prowess that we have here at Guildford County and 
looked to acknowledge some of the sporting successes  -       
academically, practically and also the wider contributions to sport 
at the school. 
We were joined by the incredible guest speaker Nikki             
Henderson. Nicky skippered three ARC races across the Atlantic 
(twice winning the Youngest Skipper Award), the Caribbean 600 
- an inshore race circuit - , two Cowes Weeks, co-skippered two 
Fastnet campaigns and sailed over 10,000 miles in offshore  
deliveries. She achieved all of this before she turned 25 years 
old and became the youngest person to skipper a boat in the 
Clipper Round the World Yacht Race.  
We welcomed the following students to the stage to collect their 
awards: 
Sports Personality of the Year (Female) Andi Harding 
Sports Personality of the Year (Male) Ben Sambrook 
A Level Student of the Year   Joe Young 
GCSE Student of the Year   Dylan Smith 
PE Student of the Year   Kessie Smith 
Life Time Achievement   Izzy Humphreys 
Team of the Year    Year 11 Rugby Team 
Guildford County now looks forward to hosting next year’s event 
whilst the excitement builds over our new sporting facilities,   
starting over the next few months. Dan Hill Physical Education 

Sports Awards Dinner 2019 

A huge thank you 

goes to the 

wonderful team of 

GCS Friends who 

prepared and 

served our 2019 

dinner. 
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Many of you will have heard of the 18
th
 Century Astronomer William Herschel, who 

built his own telescopes and discovered the planet Uranus from his back garden in 
Bath. He’s probably in your GCSE Physics textbook and credited with the           
discovery of infra-red radiation. 

But have you heard of his younger sister Caroline Herschel? Destined from a 
young age to be housekeeper to her brother, as she wasn’t “rich or pretty enough 
to get married”. She is less prominent in the history books, but as William’s        
assistant, Caroline made his discoveries possible and became a scientist in her 
own right, discovering several comets. It’s a good job that she lived well into her 
nineties as many of her achievements were not recognised until she reached her 
late seventies. 

The formidable Dame Jocelyn Bell Burnell, also 
in her mid-seventies, opened my eyes to the 
achievements of Caroline and several other   
notable women in astrophysics in the last two 
centuries. 

Dame Jocelyn is an eminent astrophysicist who 
was born in Northern Ireland in the 1940s.     
During her PhD studies at Cambridge             
University, her research group first detected  
radio pulsars. In fact, this discovery was based 
on Dame Jocelyn’s own observations, and is      
credited as being “one of the most significant 
scientific discoveries of the 20

th
 century”.        

Despite being the second listed author of the 
paper, she was not a recipient of the 1974 Nobel 
Prize for Physics awarded to her collaborators.  

Dame Jocelyn has had a distinguished career in astrophysics, with a string of awards and accolades. As     
recently as 2018, she was awarded the “Breakthrough Prize in Fundamental Physics”. Worth £2.3million, it is 
twice the value of the Nobel Prize, and the highest valued award in science. Dame Jocelyn has in fact donated 
the entire prize fund to a scholarship scheme to support women and BME students in the study of physics. Of 
course, this information was not given to us by the modest lady herself, but during the introduction, given by Dr 
Jim Al-Khalili, the well-known physicist and broadcaster. 

With an infectious enthusiasm for her subject, Dame Jocelyn explained the physics of rotating spiral galaxies 
and the mysterious phenomenon of the imaginatively named Dark Matter. The audience at the University of 
Surrey, in a lecture hall filled to capacity, was entranced. 

Speaking for an hour without notes, Dame Jocelyn outlined the careers and personal challenges of three other 
notable female astrophysicists. Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, who in the 1920s was advised to emigrate to 
the USA after studies in Cambridge as the “opportunities for women were better there”. However,              
Payne-Gaposchkin was expected to work without any salary, and her major discovery that the Sun was largely 
composed of Hydrogen was initially ridiculed until later plagiarised by another colleague. 

American astronomer Vera Rubin was interested in the rotation curves of galaxies, yet when her graphs did not 
fit the standard pattern, she was told she must have made an error and advised to keep trying. Her research 
included the momentous discovery that the outermost component of galaxy clusters was moving as fast as the 
inner ones, providing evidence for invisible dark material providing force to bind galaxy clusters and stop them 
breaking apart. To the male-dominated world of the 1950s these ideas were controversial and discounted by 
her peers, until subsequently proven in the following decades.  

Finally, we heard about Rebecca Elson, an astrophysicist whose research in the 1980s and 1990s was        
focussed on the evolution of stars. Following her premature death at the age of 39, her collection of scientific 
inspired poetry was published, including “Let there always be light”…..Whatever they turn out to be, Let there 
be swarms of them, Enough of immortality, Always a star where we can warm ourselves. 

Dame Jocelyn concluded by presenting the shocking statistics of a continuing gender gap in science and     
engineering, and possible explanations for the baffling disparity between the numbers of successful female  
astrophysicists in Northern and Southern European countries. This is the twenty-first century, and we definitely 
know there is no biological defect in women’s brains. So, what is going wrong? 

The biggest mistake we can make is to assume that battles have already been fought and won. The limiting 
factor in the achievements of women in science is the pervading culture and not the women. 

A lively round of open questions and comments from the audience provided much to think about, including  
recent anecdotes of both subtle and open discrimination. It was interesting to note that whilst the audience  
appeared to have an even split between the genders, most attendees under 25 were female. Something for us 
all to think about.             Izzy Humphreys Yr13 

Reaching for the Stars - Pioneering Women in Astronomy 

Dame Jocelyn Bell Burnell 
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MATRIXHAPPEN  

Visit the GCS Library and discover 

more about this useful resource. 

The following students were runners up in the very successful 
Matrix Design Competition. Such a lot of hard work and effort 

went into this event and we recognise the following teams: 
BREATHE:Archie 

Personal Hayfever Filter 

IZZY PIP:Isabel 

Obesity Cookies 

SMUPETEERS:Daniel, Sam and Findlay 

USB Multi Charger 

SHADY WAVES:Cassian, Theo, Isaac, Ethen 

Portable Charger Speaker Wifi Hub in One 

PHOENIX:Marema 

Thermal / Cool Insoles 

TECH HIVERS: Daniel 

Phone Charger, Wire Tidy & Security Device 

HILARY VELOZ RUBIO & NERYS HALL: 

Scented Sleep Pillow 

GUYS IN TIES: Travis 

Gaming Console 

MISE:Inka 

Big Pencil Case 

THE CREATORS:Jacob, Cameron, Owen, Mihad  

Reading Light 

Yr12 Geographers Get Down and Dirty in Devon 

Yr12 Geography students spent a valuable 

week in Slapton recently, gaining experience of      

fieldwork techniques, which will be invaluable 

in their coursework in the coming months. 

Hanover:House Quiz Champions 2019! 

Congratulations to all Houses. It was a fantastic              
tournament, with high-quality matches throughout. Superb 

audiences at every round! Final standings below: 

 1.Hanover    2. Tudor    3. York   

 4. Windsor    5. Lancaster   6.Stuart 
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Talking the Talk  

Sharing Cultures 

My overall experience of the French Exchange was amazing! I 
did it last year and it was so good I had to do it again. My 
French exchange was called Clotilde and was very nice. On the 
Wednesday we went shopping with friends and in the evening it 
was my brother’s birthday, so we went out for dinner.           
Unfortunately, Clotilde was ill on the Friday, so she rested all 
day and we went out for a burger in the evening. We went to 
Windsor Castle on Saturday, had a cream tea and then a Thai 
takeaway for supper.  Sunday was a dog walk and then I 
played hockey. All in all, it was a great experience and I am 
really looking forward to going to France in June. Rosie Relph 9S 

Ce weekend ma correspondante 
et moi sommes allées à Brighton 
avec ma mère. Nous sommes 
allées en train. Le temps faisait 
beau cependant il faisait froid. 
Nous avons mangé du poulet 
avec des frites. Quand nous étions 
à Brighton nous sommes allées à 
pied à la plage. Ellie Cook 9S 

Ce weekend nous avons visité le chateau de Windsor et nous avons 
mangé à Pizza Express. Nous avons pris beaucoup de photos. Elle 
a visité le palais de Hampton Court mais j’ai joué au netball. Hier 
soir nous avons regardé un film et nous avons fait du bowling. On 
s’est bien amusés. Ma correspondante est très gentille!               
Martha Coles 9L 

  

Cracking the Subtitle Nut! 

Roberta Seret, founder of International Cinema Education at the 
United Nations, is devoted to the belief that film can be used as a 
vehicle to better understand today’s geo-political hotspots. Her 
NGO strap line,  

‘Let your vision be world embracing’ 
is the very reason why I personally love watching foreign films. 
As a non-linguist (sadly) it may seem like a strange interest, but I 
believe passionately that we all need to try much harder at  
educating ourselves about the customs and cultures of others. 
This doesn’t mean living them out necessarily, but a greater 
understanding of people and their ways undoubtedly dilutes fear 
of the unknown and makes us all a little more accepting. The 
more we look carefully, the more accurate a picture we see. 

Our Foreign Film Society at school is a GCS Community Event 
and we warmly welcome all: pupils, parents, university students , 
members of Guildford Twining Association,  and all members of 
our Wider Community. Linguistic ability is definitely not a             
pre-requisite (although a wonderful skill to have), just bring an 
open mind and a willingness to crack the subtitle nut!  

Our recent collaboration with The University of Surrey, hosting 
their Spanish Film Festival, was a great success and we have 
definite plans to strengthen our links with their community for the 
next academic year.  

‘Let your vision be world embracing’ - join us ... 
Lesley Nicole, Community Arts Manager 

Our next showing, on 13th 

June, is the deeply moving 

‘Graduation’ by Romanian      

Palme d’Or winner Cristian 

Mungiu. It certainly isn’t     

Speilberg, set in a grisly 

Ceausescu-era estate, but it is 

intricate and intelligent. 
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Community Fundraising 
for our  

New Sports Hall 

Why do we need one? 

Our current indoor space: 

 prevents us from offering our students sports such as basketball, 
indoor netball, badminton and trampolining. 

 limits the school’s ability to participate in inter-school activities, as 
reciprocal matches cannot be arranged. 

 is around one third below the recommended capacity for ball games 
- currently 247 square metres with a ceiling height of 4.7m, as     
opposed to 690 square metres and a height of 7.5m as                  
recommended by Sports England. 

 limits the school provision for ‘B’ and ‘C’ teams, as training space is 
not available.  

 is in a poor state of repair with crumbling mortar and gaps in the 
walls, and offers limited storage space for key sporting equipment 
such as rowing machines. 

What will it look like? 
 

The main sports hall area will sit below the ground and will be 
2.5 times the size of our current space. It will have disabled 
access, changing rooms and storage. 

 

This new space will enable us to 

provide the following sports: 
 

 Netball 

 Basketball 

 Handball 

 Cricket 

 Trampolining 
 

The ground floor will house changing rooms and showers. 

 

The first floor will allow space for a dance studio, a kitchen and 
a multi-purpose function room, which could double as a        
classroom. 

 

The proposed second floor is where the multi-gym with a full 
set of free weights will be situated, as well as another           
multi-purpose room / classroom. 

 

This will enable us to accommodate most of our sporting      
provision on site, host competitive matches in many sports as 
well as providing and catering for a wider ability range -      
possible ‘B’ and ‘C’ teams. 

 

It will also offer a facility to a number of groups including      
disabled and disadvantaged sectors of the community 

Funding for the Sports Hall 
 

Our Community Fundraising  
effort is now up to £40,000. 

 

Donate now to help us achieve 

our target and to achieve this      

wonderful facility for our         

students. 
https://mydonate.bt.com/charities/

guildfordcountyschool 

 

or contact Karen Telfer, our Community Fundraiser to    
discuss how you can help: 

 

ktelfer@guildfordcounty.co.uk  

 

07910 713 582 

https://mydonate.bt.com/charities/guildfordcountyschool
https://mydonate.bt.com/charities/guildfordcountyschool
mailto:ktelfer@guildfordcounty.co.uk
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Here is the link for the 3 Peaks.... 
https://mydonate.bt.com/events/countypeakschallenge 

 

We still have places left if you want to do the abseil on June 22. 

Let us know if you would like to join us. 

This ia a unique experience and an opportunity to raise some much 
needed funds for the sports hall appeal.  

Email us on GuildfordCountyFriends@gmail.com for more information. 

Or you can donate to our appeal.   

All proceeds will go towards the Sports Hall. 

https://mydonate.bt.com/events/countyabseil19 

Car Drivers -  A PLEA!                                                          

Please can we ask that parents don’t pull 
up on the yellow lines outside school?   

We are keen to keep the area as clear as 
possible and therefore to make it safe for 

the children when they walk in to school – it 
will also avoid a fine for parents, with    

increasing numbers of traffic wardens on 
patrol!   

Can we also politely ask that parents don’t 
leave their engines running whilst waiting 
for their children to come out of school? 

Thank you 

 
Dates for the Diary 
 

Fri 05 Apr Easter Holidays begin 

Sat 06 Apr Iceland Trip 

Tue 23 Apr Summer Term begins 

Mon 06 May Bank Holiday 

Fri 10 May Yr11 Leave & Prom 

Fri 10 May Yr13 Leave 

https://mydonate.bt.com/events/countypeakschallenge
mailto:GuildfordCountyFriends@gmail.com
https://mydonate.bt.com/events/countyabseil19

